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This info is for consumers   

 

Range Type 

A. Free standing ranges have oven controls in the rear  
B. Slide in ranges have controls in the front 

 

Space Dimension  -   

A. Most ranges are designed to fit in a 30” Wide space. The range 
itself is usually between 29 ½” – 29 ¾” Wide.   

B. Depth can be an issue due to protruding handles and larger 
capacity ovens in current range models.     

C. Is the range on an end of a counter?  
D. Is it in a corner (90-degree elbow)?  

 

Flooring –  

A. What type on flooring is the range resting on?   
B. All new ranges require the installation of an anti-tip bracket, 

which is usually anchored to the floor or the wall.   

 

Electric Supply –  

A. The location of the external outlet can restrict the new range from 
sitting back against the wall. See installation guidelines for 
specifics.   

B. Is the external wall outlet surface or recess mounted? 
C. Identify if the end of the plug on the cord as three or four prong.     
D. Gas ranges require 110V 15-amp electric outlet, that is securely 

anchored to the wall.          
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Gas Supply 

A. Confirm if you have natural gas or bottled (propane) gas.  
B. An external shut off valve is required on ALL gas appliances.  
C. The shut off valve must be located within the same room and 

directly behind the range for easy access.  
D. We always replace the external flexible gas connector when 

replacing any gas appliance.  
 

Takes pictures of the current model number tag, the range and its 
surrounding, gas shut off valve, electrical cord, and anything else you 
think could impact the range replacement. Send photos to our sales 
team (Sales@LandersAppliance.com).    

 

Depending on your current installation, you may have to have a 
contractor, plumber, or electrician to complete the new installation and 
bring the set up to code.  
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